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EDITOR’S NOTE SHAHANA DATTAGUPTA
Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become "curators" of stories of courageous
creativity after experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and expression that
involve emotional risk and personal vulnerability. For more about Shirin and Shahana, please visit the "About
Us" page on Flying Chickadee's Web site: www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html
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EDITOR’S NOTE SHAHANA DATTAGUPTA
Since I was a little girl, I have loved openly and frequently, fiercely and fearlessly. The vulnerability of love was terrifying,
and yet somehow, I knew innately that an open heart would keep me open to self-discovery and evolution. But it wasn't
until I encountered a love that stripped me of any and all remaining masks and left my soul bared in the mirror, that I
stumbled into the depths of the meaning and power of love.
It is then that I experienced firsthand that love is divine, that love is the antidote to fear. This love demands authenticity
and integrity at every turn; once you have seen your soul in the mirror, there is no more turning away, no more denying
your true self. I understood that such love is not a feeling, but an action, a way of being in this world, of doing work and
of treating others and myself. I learned that loving my beloved is the doorway to loving everyone and loving the divine.
And that love is not just reserved for personal relationships – it is love for my clients, colleagues and business partners
that generates meaningful and transformative work. So, ultimately, love is the generative force behind my creativity, my
very raison d'être. And to truly love means to create and let go, create and let go … and this constant vulnerability is
what leads to courageous creativity.
Our February issue is dedicated to such love – love that has shown our contributors courageous and creative ways of
being. In our feature, "My Ray of Sunshine," art historian and educator Savita Krishnamoorthy gives us a gut-wrenching
account of fleeting motherhood to her firstborn, and how that has left her permanently transformed. In "What's Love Got
to Do With it", Andy Leigh, a life-coach, traces a journey of collective creativity with his life partner of more than forty
years. In "To Love is to Be", sales professional Arti Sagar shares vignettes on her most beloved relationships and what
they've taught her. Our youngest contributor Jibran Ahmed shares his efforts to use love as the force to unite today's
often isolated youth and to build community. Through her poem "Love Paradox", political operative Sudha Nandagopal
expresses the vulnerability of seeing oneself through relating with others, and artist and activist Aaliyah Gupta also
invokes connection and interdependence with her paintings - the Heart Series. And finally, an interview with clinical
psychologist Dr. Manuel Gomes reveals how love has impacted his practice in relationship counseling.
Enjoy this very special issue, and stay loving, courageous and creative!
Shahana.

"...LOVE IS THE ANTIDOTE TO FEAR…LOVE DEMANDS AUTHENTICITY
...LOVE IS NOT A FEELING, BUT AN ACTION, A WAY OF BEING IN THIS
WORLD, OF DOING WORK AND OF TREATING OTHERS AND MYSELF
...LOVE IS THE GENERATIVE FORCE BEHIND MY CREATIVITY."

"THE MEANING OF LIFE IS CREATIVE LOVE. NOT LOVE AS AN INNER
FEELING, AS A PRIVATE SENTIMENTAL EMOTION, BUT LOVE AS A
DYNAMIC POWER MOVING OUT IN THE WORLD AND DOING SOMETHING
ORIGINAL." - Tom Morris

"MAN'S CREATIVE STRUGGLE, HIS SEARCH FOR
WISDOM AND TRUTH, IS A LOVE STORY." - Iris Murdoch
"TO LOVE IS NOT A PASSIVE THING. TO LOVE IS ACTIVE VOICE. WHEN I
LOVE I DO SOMETHING, I FUNCTION, I GIVE. I DO NOT LOVE IN ORDER
THAT I MAY BE LOVED BACK AGAIN, BUT FOR THE CREATIVE JOY OF
LOVING. AND EVERY TIME I DO SO LOVE I AM FREED, AT LEAST A
LITTLE, BY THE OUTGOING OF LOVE, FROM ENSLAVEMENT TO THAT
MOST INTOLERABLE OF MASTER, MYSELF." - Bernard Iddings Bell

“IN ORDER TO CREATE THERE MUST BE A DYNAMIC
FORCE, AND WHAT FORCE IS MORE POTENT THAN LOVE?"
- Igor Stravinsky

...ON COURAGEOUS CREATIVITY.

"IT'S NOT, DIRECTLY, ABOUT LOVE – EXCEPT THAT REALLY, IT'S ALL ABOUT
LOVE: LOVE THAT HAS NOURISHED OUR CREATIVE PATHS, LOVE THAT HAS
HELPED US TO SUPPORT EACH OTHER AND BELIEVE IN EACH OTHER, LOVE THAT
HAS SPILLED OVER, AS IT DOES, TO LOTS OF OTHER WONDERFUL PEOPLE."

WHAT’S LOVE GOT TO DO WITH IT? ANDY LEIGH
Andy Leigh is a life coach based in Sheffield, UK. Along with coaching full-time, Andy authors
The Creative Instinct blog (http://www.thecreativeinstinct.com), and is currently writing a
workshop style e-program designed to help deal with toxic people and toxic relationships.
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WHAT’S LOVE GOT TO DO WITH IT? ANDY LEIGH
This is the story of two people's joyous struggle to bring creativity to the centre of their lives. It's the story of me and my
wife, Lynda.
It's not, directly, about love – except that really, it's all about love: love that has nourished our creative paths; love that
has helped us to support each other and believe in each other, love that has spilled over, as it does, to lots of other
wonderful people. And if you've heard it said that romantic love can't last and instead morphs into something else,
something comfortable perhaps, warm maybe, but not true love – well, that's not my experience.
The love is there and we would never dare be complacent about it. If there is a message to this story – it's this: if you
follow your creative path, even if it is only a minor one among the highways of your life, it will change you, your life, and
the lives of those around you. Sharing your love and joy will make your journey even better.
The story begins a long time back – almost forty years ago, in fact. When I met Lynda I was just eighteen. She was only
seventeen. We were, I guess, long-haired, wannabe hippies. Of course, you didn't get real hippies in 1972, and especially
not in the industrial steel-city of Sheffield, England. A year-and-a-half after we met, we were married… and no, it wasn't
a 'shotgun wedding'. She wasn't pregnant. We didn't have to get married for any reason other than we had to be
together.
Lynda's childhood creativity had been thoroughly suppressed by her mum who wanted her to be a secretary. When
Lynda was fifteen, her mum bought her a typewriter and enrolled her in a course to learn how to use it. She didn't go on
the course, but she also didn't follow her creative urges. For my own part, I'd never really thought about it. Creativity
was something other people engaged in.
Looking back it's easy to see just how ill-educated we were, ignorant of the world and its rich opportunities. Neither of
us was particularly worried about our lack of qualifications or our dead-end jobs. After all, most of our friends were in
the same boat. Those who had achieved more were seen, not as examples, but aberrations. At that time we celebrated
the blazing lights of other people's creativity, and remained blind to any possibilities of our own.

"LYNDA'S CHILDHOOD CREATIVITY HAD BEEN THOROUGHLY
SUPPRESSED BY HER MUM WHO WANTED HER TO BE A SECRETARY…
FOR MY OWN PART, I'D NEVER REALLY THOUGHT ABOUT IT. CREATIVITY
WAS SOMETHING OTHER PEOPLE ENGAGED IN."

WHAT’S LOVE GOT TO DO WITH IT? ANDY LEIGH
Yet we were, somehow, full of curiosity and enthusiasms – enthusiasm for the crunching beauty of 70's rock music for
instance, and perhaps incongruently, greedily curious about the natural world around us.
And then we had children: three beautiful daughters who sparked our imaginations and fanned the resultant flames. I
think that at first we simply began to learn and grow so that our children could do the same. We wanted to share our
unformed love of nature, and to do that we hungrily sucked in knowledge about our surrounding world – about the wild
plants and trees, and everything that flew, crawled or swam around them. We learned so that we could teach – but the
lesson we learned was that learning itself was exciting, exhilarating and for us at least, a wellspring for our dormant
creative souls.
I made up stories, games and mad personas to delight and terrify them. Lynda made things. She was a natural creative
maker: models, pictures, picnics, improvised tents and castles, beaches or jungles complete with newspaper palm trees.
We did this against a backdrop of constant job dissatisfaction, poor pay and Britain's industrial strife of the time. I lost a
fledgling business and a lot of confidence, and after a couple of very bad jobs, ended up out of work. And Lynda's health
was becoming a big worry too.
Yet, through all this, our creative selves were beginning to force their way forward. I needed to write down the stories I
was telling my children. But when I tried, I found I couldn't. My level of written English was embarrassing. I went back to
school to learn the basics. More advanced study soon followed, and then in my mid-thirties, still ridiculously naïve, I
went to university: the first person in my entire family to do so. A first degree in English was followed, gradually, by an
MA in Writing.
Lynda began her own journey. From an art foundation course at a local college she went straight onto a Fine Art
Sculpture degree. Half way through the course she was pole-axed by dangerous and traumatic illness. But Lynda keeps
going. Slowly, she completed the course, and then she too had her degree.

"WE LEARNED SO THAT WE COULD TEACH – BUT THE LESSON WE
LEARNED WAS THAT LEARNING ITSELF WAS EXCITING, EXHILARATING AND
FOR US AT LEAST, A WELLSPRING FOR OUR DORMANT CREATIVE SOULS."

WHAT’S LOVE GOT TO DO WITH IT? ANDY LEIGH
Soon after, somehow I wound up as an English lecturer. This felt like a very prestigious job for me, and an excellent way
to earn a living while I furthered my real ambition to write. I enjoyed it, mostly, but soon teaching sucked me dry and left
me hollow and exhausted.
Meanwhile, despite the considerable health challenges she faced, Lynda landed a dream job at the Yorkshire Sculpture
Park. Immersed in the art she loved, she produced her own sculpture and paintings whenever she had the energy, and
also became an expert at inspiring creativity in others.
Lynda had become an artist – a sculptor who also painted. It took her a long time to get used to the idea – and then,
slowly and painfully, her health problems made it impossible. But Lynda has more spirit than anyone I've ever known.
And once you embrace your creative self you cannot easily (or happily) ignore it. Lynda still paints when she can, but the
intensity of the process drains her. Instead she is now focusing on her exceptional knitting skills. She's a free-form
knitter, working without a pattern and often with ten (yes, ten) different yarns on the go at once (Lynda has just pointed
out that her current piece has fifteen). Seeing is believing!
I also found my creativity heading in new directions. Having had a few short stories accepted and one broadcast on
radio, I slowly completed a novel during my first few years of teaching and almost got it published. But then I found my
imagination well and truly flattened by the pressures of the job and the emotions of Lynda's health challenges. Writing
became just a memory.
Finally, in my ninth year as a lecturer I discovered a way out. I'd never heard of life coaching, but once I had it appealed
to me immediately. I took out a loan to pay for a course and managed to crowbar the extra study into my schedule. The
whole process was mind-expanding and positive. Once qualified I quickly left teaching and became a self-employed life
coach. I had found my vocation, and with it, the mental space to regain my creativity.
There was, however, a shock in store. Although I made the time and space to write fiction, I no longer felt compelled to
write fiction. To my surprise, writing copy for my website and writing articles about personal development gave me
exactly the same buzz. So there was a lesson – I didn't have to be arty to be creative. Who Knew?

"THERE WAS, HOWEVER, A SHOCK IN STORE. ALTHOUGH I MADE THE TIME
AND SPACE...I NO LONGER FELT COMPELLED TO WRITE FICTION…SO
THERE WAS A LESSON – I DIDN'T HAVE TO BE ARTY TO BE CREATIVE. WHO
KNEW?"

WHAT’S LOVE GOT TO DO WITH IT? ANDY LEIGH
It would be easy to conclude from all this that, well… there's no real success here, is there? If you measure success
only by money earned, by plaudits and prizes, then you'd be right. But as a life coach I help people define success on
their own terms, not on those of other people.
In this journey together, we've had so much joy, fun, stimulation and fulfillment from our creativity and from each
other's creativity – and it's washed over to our daughters and our broader family – that you can't call it anything but
success… and love had everything to do with it.

"IF YOU FOLLOW YOUR CREATIVE PATH, EVEN IF IT IS ONLY A MINOR ONE
AMONG THE HIGHWAYS OF YOUR LIFE, IT WILL CHANGE YOU, YOUR LIFE,
AND THE LIVES OF THOSE AROUND YOU. SHARING YOUR LOVE AND JOY
WILL MAKE YOUR JOURNEY EVEN BETTER."

"IF I STOP TO AVOID THIS PAIN
THE CHANCE OF CLOSENESS
WHAT WILL I HAVE GAINED?"

LOVE PARADOX SUDHA NANDAGOPAL
Sudha Nandagopal is a Washington native who grew up in an Indian immigrant family. As a lover
of water, mountains, forests, open sky, the palouse and all the wonderful flora and fauna that go
with them, Sudha draws inspiration in her daily life from nature, people and the world. She's a
political operative in her day life, seeking to create a more just world. Until now, her published
writing has been political opinion essays, but through the process of story-building workshops
in Yoni Ki Baat and creative explorations, she has discovered a new poetic form of expression.
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LOVE PARADOX SUDHA NANDAGOPAL
Will he who matches me in mind

Sweetness and passion in this space

My place in this world

with words and wit

Finding words on my tongue

makes sense through connecting

Find my body to be

tied up inside my mouth

So why should I struggle

too demanding,

The only way to let them free

to avoid and detach

Not understanding

is to let him breathe life into me

when this is connection

that these needs

Let his tongue touch and quicken

without any catch?

they ARE my love translation

and feel my core quiver

Except

Like words on a page

deep within

that perhaps

a physical expression

And once more feel myself safe

I want that catch

of what's in my head.

but unsafe, uncertain, and scared.

that confusion
to snatch at love

I form words
I talk
but sometimes I cannot communicate
My paradox.

Except when we lie there
honest, stripped bare
Feeling his breath
on my face

If I stop to avoid this pain

to be caught like that

the chance of closeness

To know that my body's desires

what will I have gained?

and mine

The touch of a lover's

Both

body above me

are folded up in one

weight pressing, pulsing?

Truth
for us to hold this time.

“AAKRITI HAS TAUGHT ME KEY LIFE LESSONS OF HOW TO LOVE, OF HOW TO
NEVER GIVE UP WHEN THE CHIPS ARE DOWN, OF COMPASSION, OF
FORGIVENESS, OF BEING LESS JUDGMENTAL, AND MOST IMPORTANTLY, OF
LETTING GO."

MY RAY OF SUNSHINE SAVITA KRISHNAMOORTHY
Having lived in Canada and the US for the last 16 years, life has come full circle for Savita - she
has returned to live in the country of her birth, India. An art historian and art educator, she
currently teaches art history and art appreciation in a Waldorf school in Hyderabad, India. She
also conducts art appreciation workshops for adults in an endeavor to "demystify" ART and
make it accessible, comprehensible and gratifying for all ages. Her mantra is, "Take the road
lesser known by being a traveler (not a tourist) in the journey of life."
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MY RAY OF SUNSHINE SAVITA KRISHNAMOORTHY
September 15th 2004 – New Beginnings
I got the best news - I was pregnant!! We had waited long, and the pregnancy was the next step into a new journey in
life. Little did we know then that our lives would be changed forever, in many more ways than we expected.
January 6th 2005 – Disbelief
A cold and snowy day with no trace of the sun anywhere. At twenty weeks, it was the morning of the scan to find out the
sex of the baby. At the hospital, the technician took a really long time and finally told us we were having a little girl!
We were so excited that we did not notice the grim and worried look on the technician's face. My OB walked in and
congratulated us. She then sat us down and told us that there was a problem. The baby had a condition called a
Congenital Diaphragmatic Hernia (CDH). This was a term that I would get to know intimately in the forthcoming months,
but at that time, it was just another medical term for me. The scientific definition of CDH is,"Malformation of the
diaphragm allows the abdominal organs to push into the chest, thereby impeding proper lung formation". Very simply it
meant that there was a hole in the baby's diaphragm and so the stomach cavity was pushed up, making it difficult for
her lungs to develop. In my naiveté and ignorance, I thought it would be a minor surgery to repair the hernia. I couldn't
have been more wrong.
March 26th, 2005 – Anticipation …. Angst
At the hospital after a routine (or so I thought) Non Stress Test, I was told by the on-call doctor to call my husband. They
needed to do an emergency C-section right away. The baby was sinking and they could not trace her heartbeat. I was in
shock, and I remember repeatedly telling the doctor that I had just started my 32nd week. It was way too early.
What happened next was surreal, and I have no clear recollection except that as soon as they removed the baby, I heard
a lusty cry for a brief moment. The next time I would hear my baby's voice again would be only after three months. She
was immediately put on the ventilator and in an incubator. At birth, she weighed only two pounds, three ounces!

"LITTLE DID WE KNOW THEN THAT OUR LIVES WOULD BE CHANGED
FOREVER, IN MANY MORE WAYS THAN WE EXPECTED …THE BABY HAD A
CONDITION CALLED A CONGENITAL DIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIA (CDH)."

MY RAY OF SUNSHINE SAVITA KRISHNAMOORTHY
I was able to touch her hand with my finger through the incubator and see her small head full of jet-black hair before
she was taken away to the local children's hospital. We had not yet finalized our baby's name. I told my husband that I
wanted to call her Aakriti which, in Sanskrit, means "perfect form". This seemed appropriate because on the outside, my
baby girl was gorgeous and absolutely perfect. It was her insides that were so badly messed up. To go home after a
delivery with no baby in your arms is the most desolate, frightening and numb feeling in the world.
April – June 2005 - Trepidation
A roller-coaster ride of emotions and feelings. Aakriti could not have her surgery until she gained weight because she
was so small. Her frail body would not be able to withstand it. She was finally operated on at the end of April. I can still
recall vividly how traumatic it was for us to see her being wheeled into the operation room.
The recovery was a long road full of bumps, many disappointments and a few cherished victories. One of the best
moments was when Aakriti was taken off of the ventilator. She was breathing on her own and we heard her voice.
At the end of June, we finally got the news from the doctors that she was stable enough to go home. I spent that night
decorating our home for her arrival.
June 27th 2005 – Exhilaration
We brought Aakriti home! After ninety-two days in the hospital, she was still on oxygen and still being fed through a
tube. But we were just thrilled that she was finally home. Over the next couple of weeks we really got to know her. Her
smile, her big eyes following me around the room as I was doing something, her cries, especially when she would break
into a cold sweat as something internal was hurting. I remember feeling so helpless that I could not do anything about
her pain. Even today, I am racked with a deep sense of regret that I was so busy playing nurse to Aakriti during her brief
time at home that I forgot to be a mother to her.

"... I WANTED TO CALL HER AAKRITI WHICH, IN SANSKRIT, MEANS
“PERFECT FORM"... MY BABY GIRL WAS GORGEOUS AND ABSOLUTELY
PERFECT...[IN SPITE OF] HER INSIDES [BEING] SO BADLY MESSED UP."

MY RAY OF SUNSHINE SAVITA KRISHNAMOORTHY
Despite many trips to the Emergency Room during her three weeks at home, I will always be grateful that she got out of
the hospital. She got to feel the sunshine on her face, the breeze caressing her cheek. Her alert eyes seemed to soak up
the world outside. We used to call her "little fighter", as she had overcome so many odds, and was not giving up the fight.
July 19th 2005 – Anguish
Things started to take a sudden turn for the worse. Aakriti became really pale, and the monitor that tracked her breathing
kept dipping to alarming levels. We rushed her to the hospital that night and the doctors immediately put her back on the
ventilator. One image that haunts me, and probably will forever, is the one of her looking at me, her expressive eyes full of
panic, telling me not to leave her on the doctor's table and to take her back in my arms, back home.
July 20th, 2005 - Devastation
The day my world shattered into a million pieces, many of which I am still picking up, five years hence.
Aakriti was admitted into the PICU and we were there the whole time, seeing the doctors, nurses, technicians, experts,
running all over the place, administering test after test. I still believed that she would make it, as she had done time and
again ever since she was born.
The wonderful doctors did all they could for our baby girl, and finally told us that they could do no more, as her fragile
body would not be able to withstand another surgery. We requested them to remove all the various tubes from her body
and face. We wrapped her up in her pink blankie. For the first time, we saw our beautiful Aakriti without any tubes
marring the beauty of her little face. All of us took turns holding her and I held her close as the heart monitor started to
slow down and finally stopped. Aakriti passed away peacefully in my arms that evening.
The next few months were a nightmare. I don't recall much except the feeling of deep anger and a sense of being
cheated out of the most precious thing in my life. On the day of her funeral, I could feel her presence very strongly telling
me not to feel sad, and that she would return to us soon.

"EVEN TODAY, I AM RACKED WITH A DEEP SENSE OF REGRET THAT I WAS
SO BUSY PLAYING NURSE TO AAKRITI DURING HER BRIEF TIME AT HOME
THAT I FORGOT TO BE A MOTHER TO HER."

MY RAY OF SUNSHINE SAVITA KRISHNAMOORTHY
July 5th 2006 –Miracle
1.15 PM - our little boy Arjun was born. He was just perfect and holding him in my arms was a blessing and a feeling that
I cannot describe or articulate.
Arjun is now a beautiful, rambunctious, curious and energetic little boy of four whose sparkling eyes are always brimming
with mischief. He is the joy of our lives and fills my day with his energy and his activities.
Recently, Arjun and I were choosing flowers to take for Aakriti, and Arjun selected a purple bunch of chrysanthemums.
"Mama, let's take the purple ones. I think Aakriti Akka will really really really like the way they smell." I looked at my son,
my heart swelling with emotions and an unfathomable love for his sensitivity and thoughtfulness.
I am thankful to have had Aakriti in my life, albeit for too short a time. My children have been the greatest blessings in my
life. Aakriti has taught me key life lessons of how to love, how to never give up when the chips are down, of compassion,
of forgiveness, of being less judgmental and most importantly, of letting go.
Aakriti
You came into our lives full of hope and light
We thought you would always be within sight
You were our little ray of sunshine
I miss you dearly and for your presence I pine
When I look up at the sky, I see you shine bright
The most dazzling star in the still dark night
Though your time was brief with us on earth
You live forever in our hearts and in our hearth

"ON THE DAY OF HER FUNERAL, I COULD FEEL HER PRESENCE VERY
STRONGLY TELLING ME NOT TO FEEL SAD, AND THAT SHE WOULD
RETURN TO US SOON."

"CAUSE THE LOVE THAT I'VE KNOWN, ISN'T REALLY WHAT WE TEACH
HATE IS WHAT WE PRACTICE AND LOVE IS WHAT WE PREACH..."

BREATHING INK JIBRAN AHMED
In the summer of 2009 Jibran Ahmed and his friend Angelo Salgado established a hip hop
collective they call "The Fooligan Crew". On September 11th, 2010 they dropped their first free
mixtape "Saturday Shenanigans: Look Mom, I'm rapping Volume 1". Through rhythm and poetry
they provide others with a glimpse into their world. This is their story.
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BREATHING INK JIBRAN AHMED
Definitions you should know before you read:
Spit: To recite a rhythmic or poetic line or verse, either written on a paper (free verse) or off the top of your head
(freestyle).
Burner: A hand gun.
It was the mid-80s in America. The rise of violence and drugs in urban cities across the nation and increased social and
economic disparities, particularly in African American and Latino communities, were coming to light. The failed
repercussions of Ronald Reagan's economic policies and increasingly militarized "War on Drugs" were transforming
cities into broken down and crime-ridden slums, while the larger majority of Americans were being kept in the dark.
Arrive at this crossroad two outcast youth, from the heart of America's dark side - Compton, California. Eric Lynn Wright
and Andre Romelle Young, along with three other friends, established a rap group: N.W.A. They were determined to
counter the government's attempt to silence and blind their community. By blending the arts of break beats, poetry, and
storytelling, they gave a voice to the voiceless, and illustrated to the rest of the country, the harsh realities which were
strategically hidden behind the American dream. The Album? Straight Outta Compton. The Outcome? A new genre of
music termed "Gangsta Rap".
Fast-forward to present day. The rapid growth of second generation immigrant children and adults in the 90's and
2000's has dramatically changed the definition of American culture. As our nation becomes more and more involved in
the politics and policies of other nations, the children of immigrants from those very nations are at a crossroads.
Misunderstood by the roots of the culture they share blood with, and unwelcome and discriminated by the country they
were raised in, they attempt to understand the world through their fluid multicultural lens. At times these
discriminations have been politically institutionalized, (SB 1070, Patriot Act etc.) and fears have turned them against
each other.

"WE FIND OURSELVES CONSTANTLY QUESTIONING OUR OWN
IDENTITY...LOST BETWEEN TWO WORLDS, FLOATING ... YET EVERY
SOCIOLOGIST, POLITICIAN AND PUNDIT TRIES TO LABEL US…HOW CAN
YOU LABEL THOSE WHO CANNOT EVEN LABEL THEMSELVES?"

BREATHING INK JIBRAN AHMED
Arrive at this crossroad, two misplaced kids trying to find their right place. Collectively, Angelo and I call ourselves "The
Fooligan Crew". We are a band of two friends, told to maintain and follow the traditions and paths of our cultural identity
at home, yet encouraged by our environment to reject all connections to our roots and follow an intangible "American"
culture we share no connection with. We find ourselves constantly questioning our own identity. Getting lost between
two worlds, floating in a place nobody completely understands. Yet every sociologist, politician and pundit tries to label
us. To them, we simply reply, "How can you label those who cannot even label themselves?"
As the social and political wars between different cultures grow, economic disparities have hit home. Some have fallen
down the wrong path, turning violent and pursuing material wealth to fit into the façade of an American "dream", losing
their own in the process. Through it all, we found ourselves trapped and enclosed, seeking a way to breathe. I listened
to music to drown out the sounds, but it wasn't enough. So one day, I went over to Angelo's house. He opened his Cool
Edit Pro software program and plugged in the microphone. I wrote down some words on a notepad and chopped up a
beat. It felt like someone had released the invisible grip around my neck and I could breathe again. So, I spit this:
"Cause the love that I've known, isn't really what we teach
Hate is what we practice and love is what we preach
Reality is hazy, so let me help you see
This is the redefinition of what love is
This is the redefinition of what love is
Of what love is
Of what love is"
We had found our voice. More songs followed and finally our own rap album. Simply put, the mix tape, "Saturday
Shenanigans: look mom, I'm rapping" is a criticism of the so called philosophers, pundits and straight up haters who try
to disregard our generation. We speak the truth and don't hide it. It points to all the experiences we have had, from the
music to the politics. However, unlike the haters I will not try to define our music, you can do that on your own. Take a
listen.
http://fooligancrew.bandcamp.com/

"THE MEMORY OF YOU EMERGES FROM THE NIGHT AROUND ME"
- Pablo Neruda

HEART SERIES AALIYAH GUPTA
Aaliyah makes art, works towards social change, grows vegetables and loves to feed people.
She is happiest when she can do all of these concurrently, which is not always good for her
sanity. She was born in Kolkata, India, and lives in Seattle with her family and two cats. Her art
has been rooted in the ideas of connection and interdependence, nurture and sustenance,
microscosms and macrocosms. Most recently, natural disasters across the world have fueled
her interest in the idea of dispersion, the movement of light, color and particulate matter. On a
more micro level, she has been exploring the themes of symbiosis and coexistence, looking at
complex organisms that exist in symbiotic relationships.
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HEART SERIES AALIYAH GUPTA

Heart 1
14" x 11.5"
Acrylic on Duralar

Heart 2
14" x 11.5"
Acrylic on Duralar

"EVERYONE LOVES [SAM] - MY NEIGHBOR, HIS TEACHERS, HIS NANNY, MY
FRIENDS. PEOPLE HE TOUCHES BECOME NICER PEOPLE. THEY LEARN
PATIENCE, TOLERANCE AND MOST OF ALL, AWARENESS."

TO LOVE IS TO BE ARTI SAGAR
Arti is a fun-loving person who is passionate about everything she does - whether it is being a
mother of a six-year-old son, or a Sales professional at Microsoft, or a wife to the love of her life,
or a friend to her loved ones, or a mentor to families affected by a disability. She loves to travel,
watch movies, help families onboard the autism journey and has served in different non-profits
serving Kids on the Spectrum as a board member/volunteer. Arti writes about her various
experiences about love since her childhood, and marvels at how much of it is actually around
us, and how we easily tend to miss the obvious signs. She aims to have an interesting life!
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TO LOVE IS TO BE ARTI SAGAR
Ranju…
"But Dad, I am always nice!" I was ten. We had new neighbors and I was told to be nice to the little girl; she was new
to the city. Her mother and my father were colleagues. I went to meet her. A little dark-skinned, short, round-faced and
with the biggest dimples I had ever seen. She let me know she did not speak a lot of Tamil and I matter-of-factly told her
I did not speak a lot of Hindi. We promised to teach each other.
That was my first encounter with a real friend. Love of a friend. Love of a sister. The girl, I later started calling Ranju, has
been my closest friend ever since. Twenty-one years of pure friendship. Ranju has stayed with me through thick and
thin, including through financially and emotionally difficult times, always giving me lots of strength. I think she is the
only person who knows me as much as I know me. I will always dearly love Ranju!
Sagar…
September 7, 2000. I loved him dearly; he called me his "psycho" girlfriend. Things did not work out; we were twenty; it
ended with heartbreak. We never wanted to see each other again. Our families and friends thought it was a crazy
relationship that ended badly, and that we would move on with our lives. We did. At least we tried! I got married; he
moved to the US. When I think about it though, I have to admit that there was not a single day that I did not think about
him. I felt incomplete.
We met again after seven years. What was meant to be a meeting for "closure" turned into a blossoming second
chance. We fell in love instantly, like nothing had happened; nothing else mattered. All those years vanished just like in
the Harry Potter stories.
There were, however, these two "little" things that we needed to think about. We lived in different cities, and I
now had a three-year-old autistic son. There I was, introducing my little guy with his social, language and emotional
issues, to this man I called the love of my life. I was scared to death. What if they hated each other?

"THERE I WAS, INTRODUCING MY LITTLE GUY WITH HIS SOCIAL,
LANGUAGE AND EMOTIONAL ISSUES, TO THIS MAN I CALLED THE LOVE OF
MY LIFE ... WHAT IF THEY HATED EACH OTHER?"

TO LOVE IS TO BE ARTI SAGAR
They hit it off instantly. So far, so good. Then, started our two-and-a-half year relationship with the airlines industry. We
flew to meet each other three out of four weekends in the month. My friends and family told me this wouldn't work, that
I needed to focus on the kid, and not on another man. It was difficult. But Sagar always told me, "This is our second
chance; let's not screw up this time". We were married two years later. He moved to Seattle and we are finally together
now!
Sam…
My dear Sam... My six-year-old who puts up with his crazy mom. The sweetest kid I have ever met; the room radiates
with his smile. He was three when he was diagnosed with autism. Ever since, life has not been the same. I did not waste
any time in denial. The very next day, he was enrolled in therapeutic programs, he got started on a special diet and I
hired people for help.
Sam has touched so many lives. His favorite therapist, who started as his tutor, is now a middle-school teacher for kids
with special needs. Everyone loves him - my neighbor, his teachers, his nanny, my friends. People he touches become
nicer people. They learn patience, tolerance and most of all, awareness. I take Sam everywhere. There was a time when
each time I had to say he had autism, I choked. I don't anymore.
Sam is the epitome and meaning of my life. Without him, I would just be any other person; he has helped me find my
purpose. My love for Sam has changed me as a person. I have started investing my time with many non-profits and
schools that deal with autistic kids. I have done radio shows on autism and diversity, and been a mentor to other
families in my shoes. Sam has given me recognition and strength and the ability to be present and plan my future.
Yes, some days can be hard. But when I put him to sleep every night, he gives me the biggest smile and the biggest hug,
and hides under my arm - trying to say "protect me mom"! Yes Sam, I am always here to love and protect you - I pray to
God that I live longer just to see you grow, and be there for you whenever you need me. Whoever might think special
needs kids are a burden really needs to spend some time with one! They would know what they are missing!

"SAM IS THE EPITOME AND MEANING OF MY LIFE. WITHOUT HIM, I WOULD
JUST BE ANY OTHER PERSON; HE HAS HELPED ME FIND MY PURPOSE. MY
LOVE FOR SAM HAS CHANGED ME AS A PERSON."

TO LOVE IS TO BE ARTI SAGAR
Sagar and Sam...
My husband, Sam's step dad is probably Sam's first and only friend. There are times when I forget I even have a
husband. Sagar's love for Sam is the greatest relationship ever -they are like any two six-year-olds together. They laugh,
fight, play, eat and sleep together. I have never seen signs of fatigue in Sagar when it comes to Sam. We discuss Sam a
lot - what he might be when he is older, whether he is going to like girls or boys, when he should drink his first beer!
Yes, that is the difference. Being a step-parent makes Sagar think outside the box. I tend to make some decisions very
emotionally while he can be healthily detached. What is good for Sam is what matters, not how it is supposed to be. He
always tells me – this is what it is; let's make the best out of this life. He sees Sam not as a special needs child, but as a
child. I witness the mutual respect. It brings me to tears just to see them interact. And I feel really fortunate to have such
a great husband who loves Sam just like I do, if not more.

"WHOEVER MIGHT THINK SPECIAL NEEDS KIDS ARE A BURDEN REALLY
NEEDS TO SPEND SOME TIME WITH ONE! THEY WOULD KNOW WHAT THEY
ARE MISSING!"

“… AS I GREW OLDER AND EXPERIENCED LIFE AS A MAN AND AS A FATHER, I
REALIZED THAT WHAT REALLY DEFINES THE QUALITY OF OUR LIVES IS THE
NATURE OF OUR RELATIONSHIPS."

IN DIALOGUE WITH DR. MANUEL GOMES
Dr. Gomes is currently in private practice as a Clinical Psychologist and a Certified Sex Therapist within
the Washington Institute for Intimacy and Sexual Health (http://wiish.us/), which started in 2001. His
career has included military service and he was an Assistant Professor and Cadet Counselor at the USAF
Academy before retiring. He has also taught Masters level counseling courses and presented at a
national level. In 2008 he co-hosted a radio show offering relationship and sexual advice
(www.FromBothEnds.com). He is married; has one adult daughter and three adult step-sons and is
blessed with two grandchildren. He enjoys touring on his motorcycle, sailing, playing golf, traveling with
his wife, dancing and wine tasting. We interviewed Dr. Gomes for Courageous Creativity, and here are
some excerpts.
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IN DIALOGUE WITH DR. MANUEL GOMES
SS - Dr. Gomes, Thanks so much for talking with us. Let's get started by talking about what inspired you to pursue the
field of couples counseling?
MG - I consider myself to be a relationship therapist. I am specifically a Clinical Psychologist and Certified Sex
Therapist. My initial training as a Marriage, Family and Child Counselor gave me the academic experience that I get my
professional orientation from.
It would be more poetic to say that being a psychologist came to me early and it was my calling. The truth is more like I
kept getting drawn to therapy as a profession while heading off in another direction. My very first clear idea what I
wanted to be when I grow up was a medical doctor.
So naturally, I joined the US Air Force as a medical laboratory technician. It was a good plan since as a seventeen year
old, I knew I was not ready for the serious academic commitment college would require. Life intervened and I ended up
making it a career for twenty years. The first part of my career was as an enlisted lab tech and then as a B52G Radar
Navigator Bombardier with combat experience. I ended my military career after four years of teaching and counseling at
the USAF Academy.
I ended up where I am today because as I grew older and experienced life as a man and as a father, I realized that what
really defines the quality of our lives is the nature of our relationships. We all have ups and downs and it became
apparent to me that we can tolerate a lot of potentially intolerable pain when we are in healthy, supportive relationships.
What keeps me fulfilled in conducting couples therapy is that I experience the best of me when I am helping others. In
this process, I find myself not just offering alternatives but also experiencing the intimacy of really knowing another. I
am drawn to my work because I know I have so much to learn about relationships in life.

"IT TAKES COURAGE TO HONESTLY ASSESS OUR OWN DARK SIDES...
[AND] CREATIVITY IS ESSENTIALLY THE ABILITY AND WILLINGNESS TO LET
GO OF WHAT WE KNOW. WE GET INTO EMOTIONAL PAIN WHEN WE DO NOT
CREATIVELY BREAK OUT OF OUR STUCK WAYS OF THINKING."

IN DIALOGUE WITH DR. MANUEL GOMES
SS - What are your personal and expert views about the power of love and relationships?
MG - What I know to be true about myself and all of us is that love and relationships can create the best and the worst of
us. We know ourselves and define ourselves from the meaning of the experiences we have with others. We all come
from families filled with relational interactions with others. Naturally, in my practice I also see the destructive power
that our experience with others can create. I attempt to create a place to experience healing within relationships.
SS - What do you think are some of the challenges that couples face today? What roles might courage and creativity
play in the approach to meeting these challenges?
MG - I am not quite sure that relational dynamics are different today than those experienced throughout history. The
specific details of Western modern life are obviously different, such as technology and dual income families. But there
are universal forces that are always a part of being human. Throughout history and across cultures, we are all
interacting with the positive forces of love and the negative forces from fear, shame, and guilt.
It takes courage to honestly assess our own dark sides. We avoid looking at those parts of us that we cannot tolerate.
And yet we are all too eager to point out the dark sides of others when we don't get our way. It takes courage to live in a
space of accepting the imperfections within. We have to accept our own imperfections in order to correctly balance out
the negatives with the positives. We spend way too much precious energy avoiding the unacceptable parts of ourselves.
My patients all get to hear my mantra "We are all wonderfully messed up". The wonderful part is that it is normal to be
an imperfect human. It does not mean that we get to remain satisfied being imperfect. It does mean that we need to
accept it in order to see it and therefore decide what to do with it.

"MY PATIENTS ALL GET TO HEAR MY MANTRA "WE ARE ALL
WONDERFULLY MESSED UP". THE WONDERFUL PART IS THAT IT IS
NORMAL TO BE AN IMPERFECT HUMAN. IT DOES NOT MEAN THAT WE GET
TO REMAIN SATISFIED BEING IMPERFECT…"

IN DIALOGUE WITH DR. MANUEL GOMES
Creativity and madness are so closely aligned that the definition depends on your perspective and needs. But creativity
is essentially the ability and willingness to let go of what we know. We get into emotional pain when we do not
creatively break out of our stuck ways of thinking. Creativity requires the blending and balancing of both our emotions
and linear cognitive processes. The term we use in psychology is nomological net. It is essentially how what we know
is a result of the interrelationships of all our experiences. So we get stuck when we can only see the truth within one
small portion of all our experiences….one small piece of the larger puzzle. It takes courage and creativity to see both
the light and shadow parts of our puzzle.
SS - How have you been able to conduct and practice this in some of your own important personal relationships?
MG - I believe that it is important to practice what I preach. I know it is easier to say what is right than to do what is
right. I am reminded to be the best that I can be because every day I am preaching to be the best that you can be. I do
feel the incongruence of my own struggles when I only say what I know to be the truth without actually doing what I
know to be the truth.
What I believe is that in order to be the best of me in relationships with others, I have to overcome the fear of being
imperfectly wrong. We all can delude ourselves into believing that what we are doing is right or justified. Unfortunately, I
also know as truth that we only knowingly hurt others when we are not balanced. In significant disagreements with
others, I sometimes struggle to remain balanced to be congruent without intentionally hurting another. That is not the
same as knowing that pain in others is created by my actions. Not having one's needs met does create pain. And I
cannot always act to serve the needs of others. I have to assess whether my actions are from my truth rather than from
my pain. I am responsible for the pain in others if I act incongruently from fear, shame, or guilt. I have to honestly
assess (which is courage) if my actions are truth-driven or defensive justifications and rationalizations.

"I HAVE TO ASSESS WHETHER MY ACTIONS ARE FROM MY TRUTH RATHER
THAN FROM MY PAIN. I AM RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PAIN IN OTHERS IF I
ACT INCONGRUENTLY FROM FEAR, SHAME, OR GUILT."

IN DIALOGUE WITH DR. MANUEL GOMES
SS - Finally, what do you think your work and your clients have taught you? What have been some of the challenges and
rewards that have come your way as a result of this practice?
MG - It is impossible to be a therapist and not insert oneself into the process. I find myself seeing parallels of my own
life when I listen to the experiences of others. I believe that it is important to find the universal experience within all our
lives in order to understand what is in conflict with the person or couple before me.
I believe that the hardest thing to do as a human is to remain connected in conflict. To hold love and pain requires the
best of us. It is hard to emotionally hold and even to physically hug another when we are angry or hurt by them. When
we are hurt, we retreat into ourselves and emotionally cut-off from one another.
One of the challenges I experience as a result of my practice is to resist the attractive temptation to justify my thoughts
and actions. Sometimes I do think that I am too intelligent for my own good because I can use my intelligence to
defensively justify thinking/feeling/acting out incongruence.
For the past few years I have started to write down pithy little notes to remind myself of what I have learned in the
process of being a therapist. Maybe one day I will write a book. But, in the meantime, what I will continue to work on is
putting all the different pieces of the puzzle down in my attempt to figure out what the whole picture looks like. What I
also know to be true for myself though, is that this puzzle picture can never be truly finished because as long as I live, I
know that I will keep learning about new pieces of the puzzle.

"I BELIEVE THAT THE HARDEST THING TO DO AS A HUMAN IS TO
REMAIN CONNECTED IN CONFLICT. TO HOLD LOVE AND PAIN REQUIRES
THE BEST OF US."
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